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Everybody wants happiness and seeks
joy. The value that humanity seeks is
happiness. If one is not happy, he/she is
supposed to be sick, pain and anguish
follow them. Because humanity is not
happy, they die. 

The reason that one cannot
enjoy happiness is because
his/her value was wrongly set
up. 

Some men put the value of their
happiness in meeting their partners.
Considering our seniors’ trace, a lot of
people think that their happiness lies in
love between man and woman. But the
love gives momentary happiness, gives
pain and disappears. Because the love
between man and woman cannot be
beyond desire. Therefore as the love
between man and woman does not give
happiness to humanity, some people
think that happiness is in material. So
they make a lot of money, but they do
not feel happy with money, either.
Some men think if they have power,
they will be happy. So they gain power,
but they still do not feel happiness. So
far, why did humanity repeat failure?
That’s because their values were
wrongly established. That is, humanity
had wrong philosophies. There are a lot
of philosophies in the world, but
nobody had a sanity philosophy.

Even a single person had insisted on a
perfect philosophy, the world would
have been changed, the world itself
would have been supposed to be
changed. One’s philosophy says the
aim and ideology of his/her life, there
was nobody who set up their aim and
ideology correctly. Therefore, perfect
philosophies could not appear. The
reason for that is because the
controlling spirit of all humanity is
Satan, but they did not know the fact.
As Satan only think of Satan’s thought,
humanity cannot get out of the restraint
of desires. As people cannot get out of
the bridle of desire, they have limited
philosophies.

The spirit of God is the spirit of
life and the spirit of happiness

This man revealed an amazing fact that

the controlling spirit of humanity is

Satan. The controlling spirit of ‘I’ is

Satan. Due to the controlling spirit of

‘I’, unhappiness and pain come to

humanity, blood decays, and agedness

and death come to them. ‘I’ cannot get

out of the category of ‘I’ and is limited,

so cannot but have a narrow

philosophy.  Originally the controlling

spirit of humanity was God, at that time

God lived in the Garden of Eden,

where God was an immortal existence

that was filled with happiness and joy.

The evidence remains in humanity. It is

conscience. The original controlling

spirit of humanity is conscience, which

is the spirit of God. The spirit of God is

that of life, it can bring happiness to

humanity. Nowadays, thanks to the

power of conscience, the spirit of God,

humanity keeps the power of their life.

Scientists, today’s intelligences, can not

answer if they are asked why humanity

lives? Because they do not know about

the essence of life. Also their science

cannot be science. The aim of science

is to pursue the truth, which exists in

immortal life. So today’s science that

cannot tell the reason why humanity,

grasses and trees live, and the way of

immortality is not science. Therefore,

the true science appearing, humanity

can see why humanity lives, dies, and

the secret of immortality and happiness.

If you are asked,  “why does humanity

live?”, what is your answer? This man

will answer that humanity lives to

recover the spirit of God, which is the

original hometown of humanity. 

The aim of our lives is to
recover the spirit of God and
to live happily forever. 

To recover the spirit of God, the

original controlling spirit of humanity,
is the aim of our lives. As the spirit of
God is that of life, to fight against Satan
that kills our lives, to overcome it, and
to be reborn as the spirit of God is our
aim and ideology. God, our ancestor,
does not want that His children die
after suffering all pain. He wants
humanity to live forever. So He teaches
the way of eternal life. If humanity is
not happy, they cannot live forever. If
there is a little pain or shadow in their
mind, they cannot live forever. To live
forever, happiness should overflow in
their mind. If happiness stays in their
mind for a moment and disappears
soon, eternal life is impossible.
Humanity should be happy all the time.
If happiness becomes cold in one’s
mind, he/she dies. So joy is eternal life,
eternal life is happiness. God is the
spirit of joy, so if one knows God,
happiness overflows in his/her mind. It
is the happiness of conscience, the
happiness of conscience is not changed.

To be happy, one should throw
away ‘I’

However the happiness that ‘I’ feel

soon becomes cold. When the desire of

the spirit of ‘I’ is satisfied, pleasure

may follow for a moment. The pleasure

disappears in front of bigger desire.

When controlling spirit of ‘I’ works in

one’s mind, God leaves him/her. If God

leaves one, he/she feels very blue,

his/her body becomes heavy, and agony

occupies his/her mind. If one wants to

be happy, he/she should throw away ‘I’

first. Then act with a sacrificial mind.

When one throws away ‘I’, God, the

spirit of happiness, becomes ‘I’, he/she

will experience an amazing grace of

God. As ‘I’ disappears and God

occupies in one’s mind, he/she is

always happy to look at this man, to

look at that man, and everybody looks

like an angel to him/her. Therefore, as

my mind becomes that of angel and

God, everybody looks like an angel and

God. If one has ‘I’, the spirit of Satan,

no matter how hard one tries to look at

people as God, it does not work.  Satan

looks at everybody as a thief. The

reason for that is because he/she is a

thief or swindler. As one is Satan,

he/she regards everybody as Satan.

However if one has the mind of God,

everybody look like God. Whoever

looks like God to him/her. So they look

precious, he/she talks to everybody

carefully. As everybody is a precious

existence, he/she cannot treat them

thoughtlessly.*                    

The Victor’’s Words

Happiness comes with joy
when one throws away‘‘II’’

WWhheenn  oonnee  kknnoowwss  GGoodd,,  hhaappppiinneessss  oovveerrfflloowwss  iinn  hhiiss//hheerr  mmiinndd


